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ACCO Industry Partners

CareWorks
Achieve More with ACCO
ACCO members are committed to
excellence for themselves and
their industry. Together, we are
changing the HVACR industry for
the better.
I am ACCO…
“They help solve our problems and
provide us with the answers we
need, when we need them.”
“My company is able to participate
in quality programs and gain
valuable information”
“They’re helping us to become the
contractors we want to be”
“We benefit from the strong
relationships with code officials and
state officials”
Why are you ACCO?
Send your testimonial to
rocco@accohio.org

The ACCO Forum Network is an organized group of ACCO noncompeting contractor members working together to share ideas.
Members in the group work together to help each other improve
their businesses -- frequently acting like an informal "board of
directors" for each other's company.
During meetings, members review company policies, operating
procedures, employee performance and related labor issues,
advertising and marketing strategies, quality improvement, industry
sensitive issues, and service operations, among other data.
“16 in 16” Membership Drive

Can you help catch a thief? On June 14, 2016, an unidentified male
entered the supply area of Progress Supply, Inc. (1434 Fields Ave,
Columbus) through an open entryway. Once inside, cameras
recorded him removing four containers of refrigerant, valued in
excess of $1,600. Click Here for more info.
News for your Business…
> AHRI Releases May 2016 U.S. Heating and Cooling Equipment
Shipment Data
> What Do You Want to be Known For? Setting a Competitive
Strategy on Purpose
> Have a Plan Before You Hire
OSHA Clarifies Residential Confined Space After industry
encouragement, OSHA has provided additional guidance on
residential confined space as applied to attics, crawl spaces, and
basements (without permanent stairs installed). A key clarification
indicates that the mere presence of gas or electrical utilities does
not necessarily cause these areas to become "Permit Required
Confined Spaces." OSHA has modified its Frequently Asked
Questions to include a number of questions directly asked by the
construction industry (particularly note items 23-49).

